
Change 1: Show entire route in the preview pane

Reference: HE from Neha, item 3. Ideally it should show magnification of all the corners and boundaries of the route shown on the map.

Related change made in Axure RP:

Revision Report of Google Map Redesign Prototype

Change 2: Modify page flow to reflect flexible change of the default input

Reference: HE from Neha, item 2. Once the user start typing in the first text field box which was by default showing  My Location , 

it is assumed that they want to start a new direction search, so logically, it makes more sense if the system will then direct the user to the 

 2-places searched – to directional places  page, instead of staying in the same page.

Old page flow:

When editing the first inbox, 

which by default shows  My 

Location , the system will 

still stay in the same page

<- Replace with some new place

Instead replacing the text field 
and stay in the same page, the 
system will start a new pair of 

search for the user

<- User type in some new place

New page flow:

<- User type in some new place <- Replace with what user edited

<- Any new destination

Change 3: Provide a message when hovering on the arrow to explain what the system will do if clicking it

Reference: 

1) HE from Neha, item 7. It is better to prompt the user what the button will do, especially when the objective of that button is 

unclear for a first-time user. 

2) User study from the paper prototype session, user 2-2, script line 38-39:  User: It is hard for me to decide 
which button to click. Maybe I will click the arrow button, because it seems safer for me to click, as that s within 

the border of search box.   It is more natural for the user to see the change of search icon in relation to its position, so that they 

can map the context correctly with the intended function. In this case, to reflect the change from a single place to directional search, the 

search icon will move next to the related search field/fields. 

(2)

(2)

(1) The green button can be activated from the 
greyed-out appearance

(2) The search icon will show to the center of 
two text fields, in order to indicate it is going 
to consider both contents and make a search 
with starting point and ending point based on 
what is typed in by the user. 

(3) Responding to the HE, the contextual 
information will explain to the user what it can 
do when hovering on (or on a mobile device, 

touching on) the arrow button.

Change 4: Provide an option to mark the newly searched place on the current map, in addition to directing users 

to a new map with that place – only on the route result page.

Reference: HE from Neha, item 8:   I would have liked if it displayed the location mark on the same map screen 
where I searched it. By this I can see its relative position to the route I am working on. And I don t lose the route 

screen. 

I would remain my own reason to direct to the first map page – since the search bar is generic on every screen where the big map is 

shown. Even if the user is on a particular route page, they may still need to abort current session at any time to start a new search if the 

route or the search criteria are not meeting with their expectations. Also, when directing to the first screen by searching, a pin will be 

shown to mark the searching result on the map, eliminating confusions of match between system and the real world. 

But still, I will provide an option for the user to see search result in relation to the searched routes. However, it seems not validated with 

real users and still need to be tested in future user sessions.

When users click on 
the search button 
after typing a new 
place on this page, 
the system will show 
possible options for 

this search.

Change 5: Consider a place for accessing helping documents.

Reference: HE from Dallala, item 1; Although not the requirement for this prototyping stage, it is good to consider for future 

development. This help button will appear on every page where the map takes the majority of the screen, but will be eliminated from 

other screens (i.e. the route searching and editing pages) which will be so cluttered that may adversely distract users from the specific 

tasks. 

Status 1: 
Half shown on the top-left corner of the page; 

it will always pin to browser

Status 2: 
Expanded when hovering on/touching on

Status 3: 
Selected or clicked on

Change 6: Make the go back button more obvious to find and consistent.

Reference: HE from Dallala, item 2.

Note that the back button for this two pages will remain at the same place, instead of moving up 
with the preview pane as in the previous version. This is a better way to keep consistency.

Screen 1: Error prevention for clicking any spot on the screen

Reference: HE from Neha, item 1. Ideally it should provide better mechanism in implementation to facilitate correct response of 

exactly each spot on the screen (by nature of the digital map that has action triggers all over the screen when the map occupies the 

entire screen). But for the limited resources in this prototyping phase, it cost too much to implement each spot on the screen trigger 

actions especially for the  drag and drop  interface of digital maps. 

Trade-off rationales for not changing some items from the HE:

Screen 2: Navigate to  To here  screen after  from here  screen

Reference: HE from Neha, item 6. The context of  here  is NOT supposed to be different when a user first clicked on  from 

here  VERSUS when a user typed in the destination and then goes back to click  to here  again.  Here  means the same place from 

the very first search that slide up the dialog box. If refreshing contents under another tab (the  to here  tab) to reflect change in current 

tab (the  from here  tab) where user typed in the information, it will be even more confusing. 

Screen 3: To Here / From Here s go back action

Reference: HE from Dallala, item 3. There is already a way to go back when you click the map region on the page, as this 

screen is always get directed from the full-page map screen, and from the user study, it will be more natural for the users to click the 

map part of the interface to go back to previous page. 

Clicking on this region, the user will be able to 
go back to the previous map screen

Screen 4: Accelerated usages

Reference: HE from Dallala, item 5. What is the accelerator needed? From previous user studies, there is no clear demands 

identified for that kind of the user. People use the map will commonly go through a set of very typical tasks, which is already 

reflected in the app. 

Screen 5: Add search bar in every screen
Reference: HE from Dallala, item 6. This is not so helpful, because search bar will appear whenever the full-screen map is 

shown. The magnifier is the trigger: the search bar will get to show when users move the magnifier. Also, for some screens, there 

is no space to add search bar. Adding search bar on this kind of pages that are in the process of finding a specific route may 

generate confusing implications, say the user might think the search bar on this page is only applicable for searching contents 

contained in the  to here  tab. 
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